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Home phones and cable TV have been an integral part of US homes for decades, and the internet
is the new addition to a growing list of must-haves. If you are living in the United States, then the
chances are that you have an internet connection already. However it is not infrequent to change
your ISP once in a while to getter better services at a fairer price. That is the reason why ISPs target
existing users as well as new comers ferociously. Gone are also the days when most areas had just
one service provider. Not it is a free playing field. The beneficiaries are the common users like you
and I. Competition amongst service providers is causing prices to dip lower than ever before, and
offering internet deals are amongst the strategies that ISPs use to sign up new customers. Deals
are usually very attractive and sometimes are time bound â€“ 3-12 months offers with packages are
very common these days.

Singing up at the height of an internet deals offer is an excellent way for saving money. If you are
lucky you will save anything up to 50% of normal prices if it is for extended periods like a year or
two. Long term contracts ensure that you save money, but the downside is that you will be making
long term commitments. Saving money is only one part of the story when it comes to ordering an
internet for home. There are many other issues that need to be addressed. Here are the other
issues. Give your thought to it before you take the plunge and save yourself the trouble of having to
go through the whole process another time.

a.The kind of budget you have for home internet is very important. Internet speed matters but more
important is your ability to service the monthly bill that you will be getting. Faster internet can cost a
lot of money and unless you have use for it by way of downloading movies, streaming videos, photo
upload/download little they will give value for money. So choose your speed wisely.

b.Great features, mind boggling speed, dazzling speed and things like these are really about selling.
There is virtually no internet service provider who will not lay claim to being the best in the country.
The fact that an ISP provider has been rated the best in the country doesnâ€™t mean you are doing to
get the best in your home. There are always some issues specific to some areas. The best way to
check that there isnâ€™t anything adverse to your area is to ask your neighbor who has an internet
connection.

c.Getting an internet connection is not akin to getting married and living happily thereafter. It is more
about getting quality service from the service provider during the lifetime of the internet connection.
Technical support is a basic necessity and should be available 24/7 throughout the year. That the
ISP is rated the best nationwide doesnâ€™t mean it also going to be the best for you home again. So
check that good technical support is available and the technicians are a helpful lot in your area.

d.Another area that internet customers often forget is about the security features that come as part
of the deal. Without an exception all internet service providers provide some form virus, malware,
Trojan and spam protection as part of their standard service. But the better service providers are
those who provide specialized solution to protect your computer from cyber thieves. If your service
provider can give you some specialized software for that, then take that into consideration before
you sign up.

e.Finally get a feel of the quality and reliability from one of your obliging neighbors they are the best
source of information about the quality of service they are getting. If they are generally happy there
is no reason why you shouldnâ€™t be. After all you have to select one or the other anyways and so you
may have to make some compromise as well.
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